Registration:
Internal: Please “accept” in Outlook
External: Please e-mail Inge Merete Ejsing-Dunn (ime@dps.aau.dk)

Program:
9:30-9.45: Coffee
9:45-10.45: 

Rainer Bauböck:
Comparative data and global patterns of citizenship laws and electoral rights + Q/A
10:45-12.15

Kristian Kriegbaum Jensen:
How deep do national models go? Citizenship policy attitudes of young adult Scandinavians

Mette Buchardt:
The Nordic Model and Education of the Migrants. A Policy History Perspective

Karen Nielsen-Breidahl:
Life in a “suspended state”: How to welcome the ‘unwelcome’?
12.15 -13.00: Lunch (free)
13.00 – 14.00:

Troels Fage Hedegaard:
Perceived and Real Insecurity. Attitudes To Migrant Workers In Denmark, 2007-2018

Vadims Murasovs:
The dynamics of immigration and welfare discourses in political communication in Denmark and Sweden
14.00 -1430: Coffee
14.30-15.30:

Christian Albrekt Larsen
The progressive dilemma revised: Book chapter related to the FLOW project

Simon Laumann Jørgensen
Democratic Inclusion, presentation related to the project Borders of Democracy

Followed by informal drinks and simple food at Christian’s terrace if you have time/energy.
About FLOW

Aalborg University has selected migration as a strategic research area. The university funds the project “Global flows of migrations and their impact on North European welfare states (FLOW)”, 2018 – 2020, with 1.2 million euros.

The FLOW team is constituted by an interdisciplinary group of political scientists, sociologists, geographers, historians and education scientists, coordinated by Professor Christian Albrekt Larsen. The FLOW project analyses migrant flows into Northern Europe, with a special emphasis on climate changes, patterns of socioeconomic and sociocultural integration and best practice within education and labour market policy.

What we can contribute
The members of the FLOW project have special expertise on migration issues in the Nordic context, especially on the Danish context. The members have unique access to and experience with Danish register and survey data on migration issues. The members of the FLOW project embrace the interdisciplinary approach, which is a hallmark at Aalborg University.

Contact
If interested in cooperation please contact the steering group:

Christian Albrekt Larsen, albrekt@dps.aau.dk (coordinator)
Henning Sten Hansen, hsh@plan.aau.dk
Mette Buchardt, mb@learning.aau.dk
Trine Lund Thomsen ttl@cgs.aau.dk
Thomas Bredgaard, thomas@dps.aau.dk
Carsten Kessler, kessler@plan.aau.dk

www.flow.aau.dk